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ABSTRACT In the field of algorithms and data structures analysis and design, most of the researchers
focus only on the space/time trade-off, and little attention has been paid to energy consumption. Moreover,
most of the efforts in the field of Green Computing have been devoted to hardware-related issues, being
green software in its infancy. Optimizing the usage of computing resources, minimizing power consumption
or increasing battery life are some of the goals of this field of research. As an attempt to address the most
recent sustainability challenges, we must incorporate the energy consumption as a first-class constraint when
designing new compact data structures. Thus, as a preliminary work to reach that goal, we first need to
understand the factors that impact on the energy consumption and their relation with compression. In this
work, we study the energy consumption required by several integer vector representations.We execute typical
operations over datasets of different nature. We can see that, as commonly believed, energy consumption is
highly related to the time required by the process, but not always. We analyze other parameters, such as
number of instructions, number of CPU cycles, memory loads, among others.
INDEX TERMS Algorithms, compact data structures, data compression, energy consumption, integer
vectors.
I. INTRODUCTION
We are surrounded by digital information, such as the huge
amount of data generated on the Internet and also that we
are collecting in our daily lives: human generated data, both
consciously (such as emails, tweets, pictures, voice) and
unconsciously (clicks, likes, follows, logs, . . . ), or observed
data (biological, astronomical, etc.). When managing large
volumes of digital information, data compression has always
been considered to be vitally important. Traditionally, data
compression focused on obtaining the smallest representation
possible, in order to save space and transmission time, thus,
providing a good archival method. However, most of the com-
pression techniques require decompressing the data when
they need to be accessed, especially when these accesses are
not sequential, and thus, limiting the applicability of data
compression.
The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and
approving it for publication was Kostas Psannis .
To overcome these issues, compact data structures
appeared in the 1990’s and rapidly evolved during early years
of the current century [1]. They use compression strategies
to reduce the size of the stored data, taking advantage of the
patterns existing in the data, but with a key difference: data
can be directly managed and queried in compressed form,
without requiring prior decompression. The main contribu-
tion is that they allow larger datasets fit in faster levels of
the memory hierarchy than classical representations, thus,
dramatically improving processing times. In addition, many
compact data structures are equipped with additional infor-
mation that, within the same compressed space, acts as index
and speeds up queries.
Nowadays, multiple compact data structures have been
proposed for representing data of different nature, from sim-
ple bitvectors or sequences, to other complex types of data,
such as permutations, trees, grids, binary relations, graphs,
tries, text collections, and others [1]. Compact data structures
have now reached a maturity level, with some of them being
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used in real systems from other communities, such as in
Information Retrieval or Bioinformatics. For instance, some
of these compressed data structures are the core of the existing
genome assemblers or DNA aligners [2], [3], or have been
shown competitive compared with traditional solutions for
text or document retrieval [4], [5].
Despite of the benefits that compact data structures can
provide, they are not present in most of the internet-connected
devices that are part of our daily lives. There are now more
of these devices than there are people in the world, and is
expected that by 2020 they will outnumber humans by 4-to-1,
based on the last forecast by Gartner. Smartphones, smart
TVs, wearables, healthcare sensors, etc., are expected to pro-
liferate in the near future, as the development of smart cities,
industry 4.0, autonomous cars or unmanned aerial vehicles is
becoming a reality. Most of these devices include decision-
making algorithms that require collecting, storing and pro-
cessing large amounts of data using little space, which would
seem to be a perfect scenario for compact data structures.
Compact data structures have received few attention in these
application domains, and this can be related to disregarding
energy at the design step of compact data structures. Address-
ing one of the main biggest limitation of these devices, their
battery life, is vital, as they generally operate far from any
power supply. Up to today, few researchers in the field of
compact data structures expressed any concern about energy
consumption [6], and there is no previous work on designing
energy-aware compact data structures.
Power management and energy efficiency have been the
main focus in Green Computing. Most of the research efforts
in this field were devoted to reduce data centers’ carbon
footprint, or dealing with electrical and computer systems
engineering [7]. However, we are still far from being able to
develop energy-efficient software due to two main problems:
the lack of knowledge and the lack of tools [8]. Despite
this fact, green software is gaining importance, especially
in the areas of quality and design/construction, followed
by requirements [9]. There are also some previous research
on rethinking the way query processing was performed to
become energy-aware, such as in the case of database man-
agement systems [10], [11]. Nevertheless, there is an absence
of any science of power management, with a relatively
small amount of research in the core areas of computer
science [12], [13].
To date, compressing data has been considered before as
a technique to reduce energy requirements [14], as it can
improve the way data is stored in memory, moving them
as close as possible to the processing entity [15]. However,
the design of energy-efficient compact data structures is chal-
lenging, as compact data structures usually rearrange data
to enable fast accesses while being compressed. These rear-
rangements would probably lead to memory pattern accesses
such those that negatively impact energy consumption [16]
and even increase temperature [17]. Moreover, access-
ing compact data structures generally requires more com-
plex computations than their plain counterparts, thus, also
increasing energy requirements [15]. In addition, not all com-
pact data structures allow increasing simultaneously time and
space performance [1], thus, energy comes into play as a new
dimension to be taken into account.
In this paper, we present a case of study in compact integer
vectors, trying to get a deeper understanding of the different
parameters and factors that impact on energy consumption.
II. BACKGROUND
A. BACKGROUND ON COMPRESSED DATA STRUCTURES
Data compression has always been a popular research area,
as the amount of data we manage has been increasing contin-
uously beyond the capabilities of the storage and processing
systems [18]. Compression is not only a matter of reducing
space disk, but most importantly, reducing transmission and
processing times [19]. Thus, as we are now dealing with
huge volumes of data of different nature, compression is
definitively presented as a real solution to address, in parallel
with other approaches, the phenomenon of what is commonly
known as Big Data.
Traditional compression techniques are usually designed
to achieve the highest compression rate possible. However,
there exist numerous scenarios where it is desirable to obtain
better processing capabilities over the data than just obtain
the most reduced space possible. For instance, there exist
text compression techniques that allow for the retrieval of
snippets located at random positions in the text without the
need for decompressing the whole text [20], [21], which is a
very desirable property in many applications, as compression
and decompression phases are demanding processes both in
terms of memory and time consumption. Moreover, it has
been proven that searching string patterns directly over the
compressed text is up to 8 times faster than searching over
plain text [21], [22]. Of course, these capabilities are usually
provided at the expense of some compression ratio.
In addition to the data itself, indexes or additional struc-
tures are usually required for supporting processing or query-
ing over the data in efficient time. These data structures
can be one or even two orders of magnitude larger than the
data [1]. One of the classic examples is the suffix tree that
enables efficient sequence analysis over one genome [23].
In the case of human genomes, the data itself can occupy no
more than 800 megabytes, whereas the suffix tree requires
more than 30 gigabytes. Compact data structures are precisely
aimed at addressing these issues. They maintain the data and
their additional indexes using less space than the data itself
and allowing efficient processing and querying of the data,
without the need of decompression.
The beginnings of compact data structures can be dated
back to the year 1988, when Jacobson introduced, in his
PhD thesis, a new set of data structures, named succinct data
structures, which use logN + o(logN ) bits for representing
N different objects [24].1 Some authors also used the term
compressed data structure when proposing new data struc-
tures that use H + o(logN ), H being the entropy of the data
1Weuse log x tomean the base 2 logarithm of x unless specified otherwise.
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under some compression model [25]–[27]. In the last few
years, several other proposals have emerged, boosting the
maturity of this field. The term compact data structures has
recently been adopted by the community [1] to include all
these types of data structures, generalizing the term to denote
all data structures that use little space and query time, without
specifying explicit complexity bounds. There exist multiple
compact data structures for different problems: from the most
basic needs such as representing arrays supporting reading
and writing values at arbitrary positions [28]–[30], bitvectors
supporting bit-counting operations [31]–[33], permutations
[34], [35], sequences of symbols supporting counting and
searching operations [36]–[39], to more complex data, such
as trees [28], [40], [41], graphs [42], [43], grids [44]–[46],
texts [4], [5], [47], geographical information [48], [49], etc.
B. BACKGROUND ON GREEN COMPUTING
One of the main challenges that information technologies
have to face is to strike a balance between their enormous
potential for growth and the environmental impact that this
is causing to our planet. There is an increasing awareness
by the various actors (researchers, governments, industry,
etc.) of the importance of developing technological solutions
that make an efficient use of energy and other resources,
thereby promoting a long-term technological sustainability.
Energy savings in data centers, ecological manufacturing of
components, extending equipment longevity, etc. are some of
the goals of what has been called Green Computing.
Much effort in Green Computing has been devoted to pro-
moting a wise usage of the resources and improving energy
consumptions of hardware components or IT infrastructures.
However, the industry road map needs to move its efforts to
finding solutions in Green Software [50]. Instead of mak-
ing better chips, the focus will be centered in the different
applications developed for smartphones, supercomputers, or
even data centers in the cloud. Then, after understanding
what these efficient high-level applications require, it will be
possible to go down to develop the chips and hardware to
support their needs. Research in Green Software is therefore
gaining more attention, especially in the areas of quality and
design/construction, followed by requirements [9].Moreover,
computing is not defined any more by the needs of traditional
PCs or data centers. Today, many people live surrounded by
multiple mobile computing devices, such as smartphones,
tablets, wearables, smart TVs, smart home products, and
other kinds of sensors and IoT devices. In this scenario,
energy efficient software is of extreme importance, as it can
save battery and reduce the heat generated in the devices,
which in turns increases the speed and longevity of these
mobile devices. Green IoT has emerged as a field of research
to tackle this problem, proposing generally hardware-based
approaches, in addition to other efforts that can be categorized
as software-based, habitual-based, awareness-based, policy-
based, or recycling-based [51]; however, approaches using
compact data structure have not been used in this context up
to now.
Among the previous work related to energy efficiency,
there is little research within the core areas of computer sci-
ence [12]. Most of this research focuses on online problems
related to power management, including energy savingmech-
anisms based on power-down mechanisms and speed scal-
ing [52]. Regarding energy-efficient algorithm design, some
authors have proposed new approaches, such as the reversible
computation approach, where inputs can be reconstructed
from their outputs [53]. Besides this research, some works
exist focusing on finding models or understanding the factors
affecting energy consumption [54], [55]. However, there is
no research in the particular field of compact data structures;
thus, it becomes crucial to study the relationship between the
spatial and temporal complexities with the energy dimension
including factors such as entropy, among others.
To date, there is a recognized lack of knowledge and tools
for the development of energy-efficient software [8], which
must firstly be tackled to properly address the ecodesign of
compact data structures. This absence of any science of power
management was identified almost 10 years ago [12], [13],
and there have been no significant advance since then in the
field of algorithms and data structures analysis and design.
There exist some models proposed for database manage-
ment systems, software energy optimization for embedded
systems [10], [11], [56], or more general energy models for
algorithmic engineering [54], [55].
C. GREENING COMPACT DATA STRUCTURES:
THE CHALLENGES
The space reduction achieved by compact data structures
usually comes at the expense of degrading the locality of
reference, and this can significantly damage energy con-
sumption [57]. As an example, one can consider wavelet
trees [36], one of the most known and used compact data
structures thanks to its multiple applications in the field of
information retrieval [58]. Wavelet trees are data structures
that represent sequences of symbols in little space and can
answer some queries over them efficiently. As most com-
pact data structures, wavelet trees rearrange data in order to
obtain good spatial and temporal properties, in addition to
enabling fast counting, searching and direct accessing over
the sequence. These rearrangements cause a lack of locality
of reference, and consequently, memory access patterns that
degrade energy consumption.
More concretely, given a sequence S of length n,
S = S1 S2 . . . Sn, composed of symbols from an alphabet
6 = {s1, s2, . . . , sσ }, the wavelet tree is a balanced binary
tree that divides the alphabet into two parts at each node. Each
of these nodes of the tree contains a bitvector, which repre-
sents, for each position, if the corresponding symbol belongs
to the lower (0) or to the upper (1) partition of the alphabet.
More concretely, the recursive construction of the wavelet
tree is as follows. The root node of the tree contains a bitvector
(B = b1 b2 . . . bn) of the same size as the sequence (n), where
at position i we have bi = 0 in case Si ∈ {s1, s2, . . . , sσ/2},
or bi = 1 in case Si ∈ {sσ/2+1, . . . , sσ }. Those symbols
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FIGURE 1. Example with a sequence of symbols from the alphabet
6 = {a,b, c,d } and its corresponding wavelet tree. Text is shown only for
clarity, but is not actually stored.
marked with a 0 are processed in the left child of the node,
and those marked 1 are processed in the right child of the
node. Then, for each internal node the procedure is repeated
recursively. As the alphabet indexed by a child node is only
half of that of its parent, the construction stops when the
alphabet is composed of just one symbol.
Figure 1 shows an example of a wavelet tree for the
sequence ‘‘aacbddabcc’’ over the alphabet 6 = {a, b, c, d}.
Only the bitmaps at each internal node are necessary to
represent the sequence, as the alphabet corresponding to each
node can be implicitly recovered following the path from
the root tree to that node. Due to its construction procedure,
the wavelet tree has a leaf node for each symbol of the
alphabet.
As can be seen in Figure 1, a sequence represented in
plain form (aacbddabcc), is now rearranged in three different
bitmaps following a two-level tree. Thanks to these rearrange-
ments, this representation provides multiple benefits, as it
allows counting and searching symbols in the sequence in
efficient time and within less space. The plain form is only
superior in terms of speed when recovering sequentially some
substring of the sequence. As the size of the alphabet grows,
the number of levels of the tree increases, and thus, extracting
a portion of the original sequence requires multiple accesses
to several nodes of the wavelet tree that are not contiguous in
mainmemory, therefore, causing cachemisses, movements of
data within the memory hierarchy, generating a high energy
consumption.
These rearrangements are also present in compact rep-
resentation of trees, graphs, binary relations and texts.
An example of this is the Burrows-Wheeler Transform
(BWT) [59], a classical algorithm in the field of data com-
pression, which is used, for instance, in the known compres-
sor bzip2. Given a string of characters, BWT rearranges them
with the goal of obtaining long runs of similar characters,
improving its compressibility. The BWT is the basis of the
FM-Index [60], which is at the core of well-known bioin-
formatics software, such as the Burrows-Wheeler Aligner
(BWA) [3], Bowtie aligner [2], or the SGA Assembler [61].
The FM-index uses a technique for locating patterns in
the text called backwards search, which jumps to random
positions of the rearranged text to find the occurrences of the
searched pattern. Again, this may cause cache misses, move-
ments of data within the memory hierarchy, which penalize
energy consumption.
III. STUDY CASE: COMPRESSED INTEGER VECTORS
A. COMPRESSED INTEGER VECTORS
For this first study of energy consumption on compact data
structures we evaluate the energy performance of one of
the most basic compact data structures, Compressed Integer
Vectors (CIV). The CIVs are building-blocks of more com-
plex compact data structures, such as, compressed suffix
arrays [66] and inverted indexes [64]. We tested several CIVs
present in the literature.
Let X = x1, x2, . . . , xn be the sequence of n integers to
encode. A way to compress X is to use statistical compres-
sion, that is, create a vocabulary of the different integers
that appear in X , sort them by their frequency, and assign
shorter codewords to those values that occur more frequently.
In the case of domains where the smallest values are assumed
to be more frequent, one can directly encode the numbers
with a fixed instantaneous code that gives shorter codewords
to smaller numbers. Thus, it is not necessary to maintain a
vocabulary of symbols sorted by frequency, which may be
prohibitive if the set of distinct numbers is too large. For this
scenario, the best-known encoding schemes are unary codes,
γ -codes, δ-codes, and Rice codes [62], [67], [68].
There exist some recent fast decodable representations,
such as Simple9 [64], Simple16 and PforDelta [65], which
achieve fast decoding and little space. The approach used
by these techniques is to pack a number of small integers
in a computer word, using the number of bits needed by
the largest number. For instance, Simple9 packs the integers
of the original sequence into words of 32 bits, computing
the maximum number of consecutive integers that can be
included in a word using the same number of bits for all. For
example it can encode 28 1-bit numbers, 14 2-bit numbers, 9
3-bit numbers, and so on. PForDelta can usemore than 32 bits
(say, 256), and treat the 10% largest numbers as exceptions
that are encoded separately. These techniques perform very
well in practice.
There exist other compression techniques based on search-
ing for runs in the original stream of data, where a run is
an interrupted sequence of the same value. When using run-
length (RL) encoding, the original sequence is replaced by
the representation of its runs, each of them encoded with two
integers: the value that is repeated (run value) and the number
of times it is repeated (run length).
Specifically, in this work we tested CIVs based on the
γ -code and δ-code of Elias [62], the Directly Addressable
Codes (DAC) of Brisaboa et al. [63], the data structure of
Ferragina and Venturini (FV) [30], Simple9 of Anh and Mof-
fat [64], PforDelta of Zukowski et al. [65] and a compressed
vector based on run-length encoding (RL). To improve the
random access time of the CIVs based on γ -code, δ-code,
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TABLE 1. Compressed integer vectors used in the study. Given an integer vector X = x1, x2, . . . , xn, we define xm = max{xi |1 ≤ i ≤ n}, and
N =∑ni=1(blog xi c + 1) the minimum number of bits to represent all the entries of X . For Simple9, PforDelta and FV we define Ns9, Npfd and
Nfv =
∑n
i=1blog ic as the number of bits needed to represent the vector X with each technique and without sampling.
Simple9 and PforDelta, we complement them with a sam-
pling array, storing the position of each h-th entry of input
vector. The RL structure is composed of an array H [1..r]
storing the first value of each run, and a bitvector B[1..n] with
rank/select support, marking the beginning of each run. With
the objective of reducing the overall space of RL for vectors
with long runs, the bitvector B corresponds to the sparse
bitvector sdarray of Okanohara and Sadakane [31]. Table 1
summarizes all the tested CIVs. The table shows the space
usage of each structure, the time complexity of the operation
access(i), which recovers the i-th entry on the vector, and the
time complexity of the operation next(i), which recovers the
(i + 1)-th assuming that the i-th entry was already recov-
ered. The operation access() is preferred to random access
of the entries of a CIV, meanwhile the operation next() is
preferred to a left-to-right scanning of the CIV. In general,
the usage of the next() operation in a sequential scanning is
faster than using the access() operation, because we can store
partial results in local variables, since we already know the
next entry to be recovered. Note that, from the definition of
the operation next(), an operation access() must be applied
at the beginning of the left-to-right scanning. For example,
we could recover the entry at position i+ 2 using the expres-
sion next(next(access(i))).
B. ACCESS PATTERNS
The aim of this study case is to measure the impact in
the energy consumption of the particular data rearrangement
of each CIV for the entries of the input vector. For that,
we performed two sets of experiments. In the first set, we
performed several binary searches over the CIVs. We decided
to test binary search because it is one of the most classical
algorithms in Computer Science. Additionally, binary search
performs up to log n non-consecutive accesses to a vector
of length n, allowing us to study the impact of access()
operation. The second set of experiments corresponds to
the computation of the sum of m entries of the vector.
We tested a random access pattern, choosing the m entries
randomly, and a sequential access pattern, choosing the first
m entries in increasing positional order. For random access
we use the access() operation and for sequential accesses we
use the next() operation. The sum operation is one of the
most basic and efficient CPU instructions implemented in
modern computers. Thus, we argue that the resulting values
obtained in Section IV-C are mainly due to the data rearrange-
ment of the CIVs instead of some overhead due to the sum
operation.
IV. EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION
A. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
In our experiments, we set the sampling steps of the tested
CIVs to values that offer a good trade-off between space and
access time. Thus, for the CIVs δ-code, γ -code, FV (fv) and
Simple9 (s9), the sampling value was 128, and for PforDelta
(pfd) the sampling value was 1024. The parameter b of DAC
(dac) was chosen by an optimization algorithm [63] that
computes a different b value for each level of the represen-
tation, reducing the final size of the representation.
Depending on the properties of the integer sequence, it is
more convenient sometimes to store the differences between
two consecutive elements of the vector instead of the elements
themselves. To test such situation, we implemented modified
versions of the CIVs of Table 1 to store the differences. To deal
with negative differences we use the ZigZag encoding.2 For
the rest of the document, we identify the modified versions
with the suffix _zz.
To measure the energy efficiency of the CIVs, we tested
two datasets. The first group corresponds to a sorted inte-
ger vector of length 104,857,600, called sorted. The
elements of the vector were randomly selected from the
range [0..230]. This dataset will be used to test the binary
search algorithm. The second group corresponds to four
datasets from the Pizza&Chili Corpus: i) dblp, an XML
document of publications on Computer Science; ii) the repet-
itive datasets cere, the DNA sequencing of the yeast Sac-
charomyces Cerevisiae; iii) kernel, a collection of Linux
Kernels; and iv) eins, the English versions up to Novem-
ber of 2006 of the Wikipedia article of Albert Einstein. For
each dataset, we extracted the first 100MB of data, equivalent
to 104,857,600 symbols. In order to study different types
of vectors, we computed the Burrows-Wheeler Transform
2ZigZag encodingmaps signed integers to unsigned integers using a ‘‘zig-
zag’’ strategy over the positive and negative integers, so that numbers with
small absolute values are mapped to small unsigned integers. For example,
−1 is encoded as 1, 1 is encoded as 2,−2 is encoded as 3, 2 is encoded as 4,
and so on.
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TABLE 2. Statistics of the datasets.
TABLE 3. Space usage of the compressed vectors for the datasets of Table 2, in megabytes. Smallest values are underlined.
FIGURE 2. Running time and energy consumption of binary search.
(bwt), the longest common prefix array (lcp) and the 9
function used in compressed suffix arrays (psi). The bwt
vectors have ranges of equal letters, called runs, especially
for repetitive datasets; for non-repetitive datasets, such as
dblp, most of the entries of the lcp vectors are small com-
pared to the length of the vector; and the psi vectors have
ranges of increasing values, especially for repetitive datasets.
This second group of datasets will be used to test the random
and sequential access patterns of the sum of entries. Table 2
shows some statistics of the datasets and Table 3 shows the
space consumption of the CIVs for all the datasets. The results
correspond to the expected behaviour of each CIV taking into
account the distribution of values of each dataset. rl obtains
the best compression for those bwt datasets with a low
number of runs, that is, for those datasets with longer runs,
namely kernel and eins. For lcp datasets, the techniques
that obtain the best results are dac and dac_zz. pfd_zz is
the method achieving the smallest representations for the rest
of the datasets, and also the one that obtains the best overall
performance.
The experiments were carried out on a Non-uniform mem-
ory access (NUMA) machine with two NUMA nodes or
packages. Each NUMA node includes a 8-core Intel Xeon
CPU (E5-2470) processor clocked at 2.3 GHz. The machine
runs Linux 4.9.0-6-amd64, in 64-bit mode. Each core has
L1i, L1d and L2 caches of size 32 KB, 32 KB and 256 KB,
respectively. All the cores of a NUMA node share a L3 cache
of 20 MB. With respect to the associativity of each cache,
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FIGURE 3. Experiments with sequential access pattern (part I).
which may impact in the energy consumption, L1i, L1d
and L2 are 8-way set-associative, and L3 is 20-way set-
associative. All cache levels implement the write-back pol-
icy. Each NUMA node has a 31 GB DDR3 RAM memory,
clocked at 1067 MHz. Hyperthreading was enabled, giving
a total of 16 logical cores per NUMA node. The algorithms
were implemented in C++ and compiled with GCC and -O3
optimization flag. According to the work of Kambadur and
Kim [69], the optimization flag -O3 of GCC offers significant
energy savings. We measured the running time using the
clock_gettime function at nanosecond resolution. Each
experiment was repeated 10 times and the median is reported.
B. POWER MEASUREMENT
To measure the energy consumption of the CIVs, we used the
Intel RAPL (Running Average Power Limit) Interface [70].
The Intel RAPL Interface aggregates the content of several
specialized registers, called Model Specific Registers (MSR),
to provide an estimation of the energy consumption at cores
level (all cores in a processor), package level (all cores in a
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FIGURE 4. Experiments with sequential access pattern (part II).
processor, memory controller, last level cache, among other
components) and DRAM memory level. Depending on the
processor model of the machine executing the experiments,
we may have access to the energy estimation of only the
cores level and package level, which is our case. In this
work we report the energy estimation of the package level.3
The Intel RAPL Interface has been used in previous energy-
consumption studies and it has provided reasonably accurate
measurements [71], [72]. We used the Linux profiler Perf
to report the energy estimations of Intel RAPL. Perf also
allows us to measure more metrics, such as, CPU cycles,
cache hits and cache misses of the L1 cache and the last level
cache, number of instructions, etc. We used Perf 4.9.110 in
the experiments.
C. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Figures 2 shows the running time and the energy consumption
from zero up to 24,000 binary searches over the integer
vector sorted, where each binary search performs up to
log(104, 857, 600) ≈ 27 random accesses to the vector.
We only report the CIVs whose sizes are smaller than those of
their corresponding vectors in plain form. Both the running
time and the energy consumption increase with the number
of binary searches. When the number of binary searches
is zero, the vector is loaded in memory, without accessing
their values. Among of the tested CIVs, dac_zz is the one
3We replicated part of our experimental in a machine with reduced mem-
ory capacity and with access to the three levels of energy estimations (cores,
package and DRAM memory). We observed that, on average, the energy
consumption of DRAM memory corresponds to 5% for sequential access
pattern and to 7% for random access pattern of the total energy consumption.
Therefore, for this work, an analysis considering only the package level is
valid.
using less space but not the most efficient in running time
nor energy consumption. The most time- and energy-efficient
approach was the CIV s9_zz, which up to 24,000 binary
searches uses less time and energy than the vector in plain
form. Thus, as a preliminary conclusion, CIVs represent an
energy-efficient alternative for binary search when the num-
ber of binary searches executed over a vector is limited: less
than 4,000 binary searches for δ-code_zz, γ-code_zz
and dac_zz, and less than 24,000 for s9_zz. We provide
a deeper discussion of the factors that affect the energy con-
sumption of CIVs in the following paragraphs, when we study
the sequential and random access patterns.
Figures 3-6 show several metrics for some of the datasets.
We selected three representative cases to discuss our find-
ings: For bwt, psi and lcp vectors, the results of the
eins, kernel and dblp datasets are shown, respectively.
We omitted experiments for some CIVs that use more space
than the vectors in plain format, such as the case of fv for the
bwt vector of the dataset cere, among others. To improve
the readability of the figures, we only show the five CIVs with
better energy consumption for each experiment.
As in Figure 2, when the number of operations is zero,
the CIVs are loaded inmemory, without accessing their values.
Figures 3 and 4 show the results for sequential access pattern.
For the bwt vector of eins, in Figure 3a, the structure RL
is the most time-efficient up to 20 millions of sequential
operations, and the most energy-efficient up to 25 millions
of operations. Both the running time and the energy con-
sumption depend directly on the number of instructions, CPU
cycles, cache accesses to the different levels of the memory
hierarchy, among other factors. The graph of the number of
instructions in Figure 3a shows that the CIVs perform more
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FIGURE 5. Experiments with random access pattern (part I).
instructions than the plain vector. In general, CIVs perform
several internal operations in order to recover an element of
the compacted vector, thus, increasing the number of machine
instructions. However, the instructions performed by the CIVs
need less CPU cycles to be completed than the instructions
of the plain vector, as it is shown in the graph of CPU cycles
per instruction of Figure 3a. When the number of operations
is zero, the CPU cycles per instruction is high since the
latency involved in the loading of the CIVs is also high. When
the number of operations increases, the cost of loading the
data structures is amortized, reducing the average number
of cycles per instruction. The fact that CIVs need less CPU
cycles per instruction than the plain vector, suggests that the
memory accesses involved in some instructions are solved in
lower levels of the memory hierarchy. It can be corroborated
in the graphs of L1d and L3 cache loads of Figure 3a, where
CIVs use intensively the L1d cache compared to the plain
vector, meanwhile most of the CIVs have less accesses to the
L3 cache in comparison with the plain vector. The size of
the cache memories and their set-associativity have an impact
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FIGURE 6. Experiments with random access pattern (part II).
on the running time and the energy consumption of running
applications. Cache memories with reduced size and small
set-associativity are more time- and energy-efficient than
larger memories [73]. Accordingly, the L1d cache memory
of the machine used in our experiments is more time- and
energy-efficient than the L3 cache memory, since the L1d
cache has a size of 32 KB and is 8-way set-associative,
meanwhile the L3 cache has a size of 20 MB and is 20-way
set-associative. Unlike the cache behavior of the plain vector,
CIVs exhibit a higher rate of memory accesses to L1d cache
than to L3 cache, which may explain that for more than
25 millions of sequential operations, the plain vector is most
time- and energy-efficient. This analysis is also valid for the
psi vector of the dataset kernel (Figure 3b) and the lcp
vector of the dataset dblp (Figure 4a). For the psi vector of
kernel, the most time- and energy-efficient CIV is s9-zz,
and for the lcp vector of dblp is s9.
From the results we observe that there is a strong corre-
lation between the energy consumption to load the CIVs in
memory and the size of the CIVs. However, when the opera-
tions are performed, there is not a clear correlation between
energy consumption and size. For instance, for thelcp vector
of thedblp dataset, the CIVs9 is the eighth smallest compact
vector and the most efficient from an energy point of view.
A similar situation occurs with the psi and bwt vectors.
Regarding the relation between running time and energy
consumption, there exists a strong correlation: the faster the
CIV, the more energy efficient. Nevertheless, in some par-
ticular situations, the relation is broken. Such situations are
marked with vertical lines in Figures 3 and 4. For instance,
in Figure 4a, in the range of 26 to 28 millions of operations,
the plain vector is faster than the data structure s9-zz, but
s9-zz is more energy-efficient. We leave as future work a
more complete study of such particular situations, in order to
design energy-efficient CIVs.
Figures 5 and 6 show the random access pattern.
As expected, the random access pattern takes more time and
energy than the sequential access pattern, since the former
does not have the spatial data locality of the latter. Moreover,
for some of the techniques, each time that an element is
accessed randomly, several values must be decoded up to
the desired element, starting from the closest sampled value.
The previous explanation of the impact of memory accesses,
instructions and CPU cycles per instruction on the running
time and energy consumption of the CIVs remains valid for
the random access scenario. Among all the tested CIVs, dac
and pfd exhibit a remarkable improvement compared to
their behavior in sequential access scenario. In particular,
both dac and pfd improve their behavior in the number
of instructions and the number of L1d cache accesses, thus,
reducing their relative energy consumption.
From the energy point of view, the compact vectors storing
differences are more energy-efficient for sequential access
pattern, performing worse for the random access pattern. This
is an expected behaviour, as retrieving the original value at
a random position of a CIV storing differences requires the
use of sampling and the decompression of several positions
instead of just one, thus, nullifying the benefits of its fast
direct access.
In summary, our experimental study provides evidence
than the CIVs are a valid energy-efficient alternative to manip-
ulate integer vectors. For an increasing number of accesses
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to the elements of a vector, the CIVs reduce their energy-
efficiency. Therefore, the number of operations over the CIVs
is a factor that must be considered. For future work, this
finding will allow us to define favorable scenarios for the
usage of CIVs in the design of energy-efficient algorithms.
Our experiments on access patterns revealed that such pat-
terns have an important impact in the energy behavior of the
CIVs. If for some applications we could know in advance the
most common access patterns, we could select the most suit-
able CIV for such application, potentially reducing its overall
energy consumption. Otherwise, our experiments suggest that
CIVs such as dac and s9 are a better alternative, since their
energy behavior is less affected with the access patterns. Such
CIVs, dac and s9, could be a good starting point to design
energy-efficient compact vectors for general scenarios.
V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
In this work we studied the energy behavior of sev-
eral compact integer vectors for typical operations. We
performed experiments with different datasets, measuring
metrics such as time, energy consumption, number of instruc-
tions, memory transfers, among others. Our results suggest
that compact integer vectors offer a good alternative for the
energy-efficient manipulation of vectors. This work is the
first one providing evidence that compact data structures may
be considered in the design of energy-efficient algorithms.
As future work, we plan to develop a more low-level
framework to better characterize all the factors that impact on
the energy consumption. Not only the computer architecture,
memory hierarchy and memory access patterns may be taken
into account, but other factors, such as temperature inside
and outside the computation device, the complexity of the
instructions used, among others. This will allow us to propose
new energy models that will make possible the design of
algorithms that consider energy during their design step.
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